The Exhibition hall is the Parkhal (Hall 8) and demo-rooms are located between halls 8 and 9.

The Registration Area is located in the Lounge Forum. Visitors who arrive without an AES badge will be permitted to collect any literature from other exhibitors.

The editorial office of the AES official Daily “Convention News” is located in the Business Centre, provided with telephones, copy and fax machines as well as Internet access to the World Wide Web. AES members have access to a computer screen with their personal access to the AES News. The full Convention & Exhibition program includes access to papers, workshops and to the exhibition. Prices are quoted in Dutch Guilders (NLG) & Euros (EUR).

The Press Center is located in the Lounge Forum. Tours, Mixer Party, Banquet Tickets

A limited number of AES Anthologies and Conference Proceedings are on sale as well. Also, cash dispensers (ATM) are at the entrance of Hall 9.

The ABN AMRO is located at the Scheldeplein 1/5 in Amsterdam, just across the RAI. Municipal Transport. At the RAI Centre and nearby, there are stops of Light Rail 51 & 4 of the convention.
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